
SPHS Middle School Families Night
Thursday January 26, 2023

Hello Future Tigers! We know you and your student will get lots of information
about required courses from our counseling team but the SPHS Middle School
Families Night is an opportunity for you to learn about all the other programs that
make our high school a great place to be for kids! We would like to invite you to
learn about these programs on January 26 with a kickoff on the Tiger Patio at 6:20pm,
followed by classroom visits starting at 6:30pm and ending at 8:10pm.

Families will have the opportunity to visit up to 7 different SPHS elective
programs of their choice during the evening. You will learn about what these programs
do, what the requirements are, and the various activities they participate in, giving
students and their families time to gauge their interest level and make informed
decisions prior to registration for 9th grade courses as well as begin to think about their
four year plan.

In addition, this is also an opportunity to meet our student clubs who will be out in
force to explain what they do and sell some goodies along with our athletic teams and
coaches who will also be out selling Tiger sports gear!

Each visit will be 10 minutes long with a 5 minute passing period. Please use the
attached Course Descriptions to choose the courses you are most interested in.
Below is a quick guide to locations with a blank schedule below that for you to fill in to
help plan your visit.

We can’t wait to meet you! Welcome to SPHS!

PROGRAM LOCATION STAFF

1. ASB/Athletics Sac Room Mr. Chan/Mr. Shotwell
2. Biomedical Sciences Room 212 Mrs. Gale/Mrs. Budd
3. Computer Science Room 417 Mr. Shorr
4. Dance Little Theater Ms. Cheyne
5. Drama Little Theater Mr. Hoffa
6. Entrepreneurship Student Store Small Business Students
7. Fine Arts/Photography Room 611 Mrs. Levie/Mrs.Berberian
8. Graphic Design/Engineering Room 613 Design Students
9. Instrumental Music Little Theater Mr. Crawford
10.LOTE/World Languages Room 411 Mrs. Kanner
11. Pep Squad Tiger Patio Ms. Zeiger
12.Physical Sciences Room 914 Mr. Dow
13.Speech and Debate Room 318 Mr. Herrin
14.Sports Medicine Room 514 Mr. Zumaeta
15.Virtual Business Room 614 Mrs. Mason
16.Vocal Music/Choir  Choir Room Mr. Reinman
17.Yearbook/Tiger Newspaper Room 615 Mrs. Hames

*a map is attached below; maps will also be provided that night
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Plan your schedule for the evening using the planner below. Plan to be flexible: if one
room is full please wait or choose another and come back when there is space.

1 6:30 - 6:40

2 6:45 - 6:55

3 7:00 - 7:10

4 7:15 - 7:25

5 7:30 - 7:40

6 7:45 - 7:55

7 8:00 - 8:10

SPHS Elective Course Descriptions

Animation Room 613
If you enjoy art and technology, Animation is the class for you. As part of the CTE
Design, Visual and Media Arts Pathway you will learn the basic fundamentals of
animation using a variety of traditional techniques and software. Explore animation
history, character development, storyboarding, 2D and 3D animation software, as well
as sound, lighting and film editing.

ASB/Athletics SAC Room
We will be showcasing the various ways that students can get involved in extracurricular
activities.  We will explain ASB, Clubs, large school-wide events like Homecoming and
Color Day, and the various athletic programs that we offer.

Biomedical Sciences Pathway: Project Lead the Way Room 212
Students report a greater interest in health professions than nearly any other discipline.
This pathway will prepare them for the future they want - and inspire them to make a
difference - with classes that go beyond biology and chemistry. PLTW Biomedical
Sciences applies real-world issues by exploring topics like disease, DNA analysis,
physiology, public health, and more. Students work together in teams to explore and
find solutions to some of today’s most pressing medical challenges. Along the way,
students gain experience with state-of-the-art tools and techniques that are used by
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professionals in hospitals and labs every day. All four courses in this pathway count as
UC-approved (d-lab science) courses.

Computer Science Pathway Room 417
● PLTW Computer Science Principles (Grades 9-12)

This pathway offers opportunities for students to explore the exciting field of
computer science in a safe, collaborative environment. It starts with the
low-pressure introductory course PLTW Computer Science Principles, in which
students learn how to make basic websites and write code in the Python
programming language. We also discuss ethical issues in computer science, how
to stay safe on the Internet, and the societal impacts of computing-related
technologies such as 3d printing and artificial intelligence.

● Computer Science is for Everyone!
Our projects and enrichment activities offer opportunities for those entering the
course with some programming experience to further expand their knowledge,
while still being approachable by those who are new to computer science. We
also are trying hard to close the representation gaps, doing our best to
encourage girls and other underrepresented groups to explore the field.

● The Road Beyond Year 1
The four-year pathway involves a mix of hands-on, open-ended projects with
directed instruction in the fundamentals. The AP Computer Science course in
year 2 greatly prepares students for the challenges of early algorithms courses in
college. The year 3 Android Development course uses the same tools that
professional programmers use, and encourages students to become more
independent in their learning by reading and understanding error logs and
searching the Internet to find answers in online documentation.

● A Unique Capstone
The year 4 PLTW Engineering Design & Development course is a unique high
school opportunity, in which students go through the entire engineering process
from identifying and researching a problem to designing and testing a solution,
recording their progress along the way in professional engineering notebooks.
This course serves as the capstone for both the Engineering and Computer
Science pathways, as solutions can be physical, software, or a combination of
the two.

Dance - Beginner/Intermediate/Advanced Little Theater
Do you like to dance? Want to receive PE credit? The SPHS Dance program is open to
all students at all different levels-beginner, intermediate, and advanced.The Dance
Program will introduce you to a variety of dance forms including Jazz, Ballet,
Contemporary, Hip Hop and Tap, as well as, after-school dance classes taught by
professional dancers. Dancers have the opportunity to perform several times throughout
the year. Come on by! Questions to Ms. Cheyne, ccheyne@spusd.net.
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Drama Little Theater
We hope you'll stop in and learn about the vibrant drama program at SPHS. We have a
blast and focus on developing the necessary skills so students can continue their arts
education professionally or in college (recent SPHS grads have studied drama at
Juilliard, NYU, AMDA, Vassar, UCSB, and many others). And even if you don't want to
be an actor, writer, or director, you will learn invaluable lessons in creativity and
teamwork that will benefit you no matter what you do. Highlights of our program include
three levels of drama classes, the spring musical (this year Freaky Friday), the fall play,
our annual Professional Actor Invasion, the Fullerton High School Theater Festival (like
DTASC), making films, student created showcases, and learning and applying the same
acting techniques that a professional uses. Come on by! Questions to Mr Hoffa,
nhoffa@spusd.net

Entrepreneurship Student Store
The Entrepreneurship program is designed to provide students with the understanding
of the skills necessary to be successful in a business of their own.  Areas of study will
include entrepreneurship, business opportunities, salesmanship, presentation of
merchandise, business plans, sales promotion, marketing, and current events in the
business. Real-world, hands-on, work experiences will be demonstrated through the 4
student-based enterprises on campus like the Tigers Den Student Store, and the
silkscreen company, PawPrints.  Entrepreneurship 1 and Entrepreneurship 2-4 are both
UC Approved (g-elective) courses, and in the Business Pathway.

Fine Arts Room 611

● Paint/Draw 1 (Grades 9-12)
In Painting & Drawing 1, a one-year course, students learn basic art and design
skills while building a common language of art vocabulary. Students create
portraits, still lifes, landscapes, and abstract designs. They learn how to use
shading to make forms look 3-dimensional and how to mix paint and use color
schemes. Students respond to diverse studio art problems through creative
expression, artist research and inspiration, critique, and collaboration. Students
have opportunities to participate in art contests and showcases of their work.

● Intermediate Art (Grades 10-12)
In Intermediate Art, a one-year course, continuing students review and expand
on the skills and concepts taught in Painting & Drawing 1, while building their
portfolio and getting ready for AP Drawing the following year. First semester,
students in Intermediate Art are presented with a challenging breadth of
assignments that require conceptual thinking, idea development, and complex
problem solving. Students have opportunities to participate in art contests and
exhibitions including designing theater posters and program artwork for the fall
play. Second semester is devoted to honing the student’s skills, style, voice, and
thematic interests as an artist in a concentration of 6 artworks on a self-selected
theme. Intermediate Art emphasizes quality craftsmanship, concept, composition,
presentation, reflection, and involvement in the greater art community.
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● AP Drawing (Grades 11-12)
In AP Drawing, a one-year course, experienced students select an individual
theme or concept to focus on in depth to create fifteen artworks, a “Sustained
Investigation”, that further explores their individual voice and personal narrative
as an artist. Students participate in art college presentations and portfolio reviews
and are inspired by SPHS Alumni presentations on their careers in art and
design. Students participate in “Art & Community” projects such as internships,
art competitions, and exhibitions. Students may submit their work to the AP
exam. Students who take AP Drawing beyond one-year focus on portfolio
development and refinement to achieve their individual goals including taking the
AP exam, college admission, and earning scholarships.

Graphic Design Room 613

● Graphic Design 1-2
Graphic design is all around us and every business depends on it. As the
fundamental level of Design, Visual and Media Arts Pathway, this class will help
you get to know the Adobe Creative Cloud suite as you develop industry
standard skills in layout, typography, digital imaging, screen print, and self
promotion.  Students will participate in the design process from conceptual
design, through contact with clients or competitions, and production  as they
create designs for logos, t-shirts, packaging, posters and much more. Additional
opportunities include the chance to earn micro credentials and certifications in
the soft skills that employers are seeking.

● Graphic Design 3-4 Web Design.
This class will allow you to expand your design and technology skills and apply
them to the rapidly changing field of web design and motion graphics. Learn to
effectively use content management systems, HTML, web design software,
Adobe Creative Cloud software, social media and the many components that
appear on web pages.

● Graphic Design 5-6 SkillsUSA (the class)
As a member of this pathway capstone class, you will develop your professional
abilities by learning graphic design skills and applying them to the operation of
the South Pasadena High School chapter of SkillsUSA. Students create and
maintain the chapter’s social media, websites, produce promotional materials,
coordinate community service projects and develop leadership and teamwork
skills. Students will also have the opportunity to prepare for their SkillsUSA
competitions and earn Career Essentials credentials and badges.

● Graphic Design 7-8 Print Production
In this pathway capstone class, students will use their graphic designs skills to
solve creative problems using various printing processes, and equipment such as
screen print, dye sublimation and large format printing. Students will produce
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original designs, and assist clients with design problems. If you are interested in
art, business or apparel design, this class is for you.

Internship Program Room 613
The SPHS Internship program gives juniors and seniors the opportunity to
explore careers in many of the career pathways offered at SPHS. Students can
earn 5 credits through 60 hour internships with local businesses. This is a great
way to discover more about a career, and create a positive impression on your
college apps!

Instrumental Music Little Theater

● Advanced Orchestra (Grades 9-12)
This is an advanced instrumental music ensemble for string instruments (violin,
viola, cello, bass, and harp). This ensemble studies standard, contemporary, and
new string orchestra and full orchestra literature. Intermediate/advanced
technical and music reading skills are required. There is an emphasis on stylistic
interpretation, expression, phrasing, and compositional techniques. Course may
be repeated for continuous credit.

● Concert Band (Grades 9-12)
This ensemble studies a wide variety of standard and contemporary wind band
literature. This is a one-year, performance ensemble that rehearses during the
school day, some evenings, and some weekends. All students are also members
of the marching band. This ensemble competes in local and regional
competitions. Course may be repeated for continuous credit.

● Indoor Winter Percussion Ensemble (Grades 9-12)
This is a spring, one-semester, indoor percussion ensemble.   Students are
trained in marching percussion and mallet percussion techniques. Instruments
include: snare drum, bass drum, tenor drums, cymbals, mallet percussion
(vibraphone, xylophone, marimba, bells), timpani, drum set, electric bass guitar,
electric guitar, electric keyboards, and other percussion instruments. Drummers
march and perform drill movements as part of the class.

● Jazz Ensemble (Grades 9-12)
This is an advanced, performance ensemble where the students learn and
perform in the jazz/popular idiom. Students learn different musical styles,
interpretations, techniques, and improvisation necessary for small and large
group performances.  The ensemble rehearses during the school day. This is a
one-year course and can be repeated for continuous credit.

● Symphonic Band (Grades 9-12)
This is an advanced instrumental music ensemble that studies standard and
contemporary wind band literature. This is a one-year, performance ensemble
that rehearses during the school day, some evenings, and some weekends.
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Advanced technical and music reading skills are required. There is an emphasis
on stylistic interpretation, expression, phrasing, and compositional techniques.
Course may be repeated for continuous credit.

Introduction to Engineering Room 613
If you love design and technology, this is your class. In this entry level Project Lead The
Way class on the Engineering pathway, you will learn to think and communicate as an
engineer while you explore conceptual sketching, 3D design software, the engineering
design process, collaboration, 3D printing and technical documentation.

LOTE/World Languages Room 411
晚上好, ¡Buenas Noches! Bonsoir! Please stop by to discover more about the dynamic
language program at SPHS.  We offer Mandarin, Spanish, and French to all learners,
from beginners to Advanced Placement students.  We also offer placement tests for
students with experience in the languages, and so much more! From interactive,
engaging classrooms, to real-world sources, and updated online programs, students will
be immersed in their chosen language with a goal of using their skills to communicate
with people from around the globe.  We look forward to meeting you! 

Pep Squad Tiger Patio
South Pasadena High School Pep Team consists of Varsity Song, Varsity Flags, Varsity
Yell, JV Song and JV Yell, and Mascots. Tryouts are held in the spring every year for all
incoming freshmen and high school students. Joining the pep team allows students to
be part of a large family, learn and perfect routines, cheers, stunts and more, perform
throughout the school year, attend summer camp, and more! Questions can be directed
to Head Coach Leah Zeiger, lzeiger@spusd.net.

Photography Room 611

● Photo 1/2 (Grades 9-12)
Digital Photography is a yearlong course that focuses on understanding the basic
operations and functions of a digital SLR (single lens reflex) camera and the
manipulation of its settings for creative visual expression and communication.
Students will complete this course with a greater understanding of the history of
photography, photographic elements of art and principles of design, composition,
and lighting. They will have hands-on experience in using Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Lightroom, and other software applications to explore creative and
experimental possibilities for processing and manipulating photographs.  Topics
included are Black and White photography, Portraiture, Action Photography,
Photojournalism, Architecture/Urban Landscape, Still Life, and more.

● AP 2-D Art Studio: Digital Photography (Grades 10-12)
AP Studio Art 2-D digital photography course is a yearlong college level
exploration of the principles of design as expressed through digital photography.
Students will finish this course with strong skills in photography, photo editing and
a variety of manipulations, the theoretical and practical applications of the
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principles of design. They will ultimately demonstrate these skills through a
portfolio of photographs that shows the quality and breadth of their individual
work as well as a planned investigation of an idea of deep personal interest to
them. It is the expectation of the class that these portfolios will be submitted to
the College Board for AP credit in May.

Physical Sciences Room 914
On display are exhibits from our Chemistry and Physics class offerings. Demonstrations
include AP lab sciences topics as well as those from Honors and Regular classes. Each
of these lab sciences at SPHS feature new curriculum and teaching strategies that
dovetail nicely with Common Core, Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and
are UC approved to meet a-g requirements.

These lab science classes have an emphasis on modeling particles and motion,
including those we know exist but cannot see. Students are given various particulate
and graphical representations of the physical world around them and asked to choose
the representation that best matches the situation along with a justification of their
choice. For example, students are asked to make a claim such as whether an observed
change is a chemical change backed by observations that provide evidence for their
claim. In our lab science classes, students practice this idea in a variety of experiences
while they are learning laboratory techniques and developing their laboratory skills.
Students are also asked to design their own experiments after an “exploratory” phase
and in line with trying to answer a research question developed by students in class.
This type of activity is part of a laboratory philosophy called guided inquiry as opposed
to “cookbook” labs where students are told what to do and what to expect.

Speech and Debate Room 318
In Speech and Debate, students will participate in activities preparing them to speak
effectively, and argue persuasively, in daily life as well as in competition. Students will
gain confidence, poise, and self-esteem. This course will include practice in vocal skills,
organization of information, persuasion, and argument techniques. Activities will include
making informative, impromptu and persuasive speeches, readings from literature, an
introduction to the elements of competitive debate, and participation in tournaments with
other schools in the Southern California Debate League which take place after school
and on the weekend.

Sports Medicine: Patient Care Pathway Room 514
Do you like sports? You should take this class.  Do you want to pursue a career in
medicine or healthcare? You should take this class.  If you don’t like sports or medicine,
you should still take this class.  You will learn concepts, skills and lessons that will help
you in life, no matter what you do.  Sports Medicine brings practicality into the
classroom.  It focuses on hands-on, real-world work experience.   Build up your
professional portfolio by obtaining First Aid, CPR/AED certification, certificates on Heat
Illness Prevention, Sudden Cardiac Arrest, Sports Nutrition, Concussion, etc.  Learn
how to treat wounds, respond to emergencies, assess, diagnose and treat sport related
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injuries and the list goes on.  Sports Medicine and Advanced Sports Medicine are UC
approved (g-elective) courses.  You may end up choosing a career in medicine after
completing the patient care pathway.

Virtual Business Room 614
Virtual Enterprise (veinternational.org), is designed to give students the experience of
working in a real business environment. With an emphasis on college and career
readiness, Virtual Enterprise is an in-school, live, global business simulation that offers
students a competitive edge through project-based, collaborative learning.  Through
developing and managing businesses, students gain expertise in problem-solving,
decision-making, communication, collaboration, technology, and accessing, using and
analyzing information—21st-century skills that are key to success in both college and
careers.

Our award winning, nationally recognized Virtual Enterprise courses complete a
Business Pathway. Courses are offered for grades 9-10 (Introduction class); grade 11
and 12 (JV or Varsity classes). This course is a UC (g-elective) class, and also offers
Articulation credit for the Community College Districts, Business 116, upon completion
of the JV or Varsity classes.

Vocal Music/Choir Choral Room
Do you love to sing? Choir is the class for you! In choir you'll be part of a team, take
field trips, and improve your singing skills. All levels are welcome. Even if you think
you're not good at singing---no worries---I'll teach you how. 

Yearbook/Tiger Newspaper Room 615
Hear about two journalism courses offered as part of the Career Technical Education
(CTE) pathways. Students get to experience what it’s like to work in a newsroom or
design studio, fulfilling every role needed to produce a newspaper for Tiger and a
yearbook for Copa de Oro. Students are interviewed in the spring and selected for
different roles including staff writer, page layout, illustrator, photographer, ad sales,
editor, and more. Each class has a close-knit staff with students returning year after
year to serve in different roles. Returning staff members have the opportunity to become
editors overseeing their department and helping make decisions about the newspaper
and yearbook.
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